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A. Principle of the power saver

Ⅰ. Feature of the Power Saver

Current improvement
Reducing

active power

⊙ protect heat occurring
by electric resistance therefore 

⊙ prevent reducing 
performance of an equipment
⊙ the current is flowing in 

normal temperature 
without resistance
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The high temperature 
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“Energy saving by current improvement”
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“ Ultra ” products minimize the resistance so that it helps current flow very well as picture below.

Ⅰ. Principle of the power saver
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“ Ultra ” products minimize the resistance so that it helps current flow very well as picture below.

Ⅰ. Principle of the power saver
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B. Benefits and Advantages

Ⅰ. Feature of the Power Saver
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C. Break.Even.Point Graph

Ⅰ. Feature of the Power Saver

Break.Even.Point Graph Comparison of price and capacity
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Item U-1500 U-1000 U-500

Shape

In-Put(phase) 3Φ

Voltage 110 ~ 600V

Hz 50 ~ 60

Size(WxLxH 
(CM)) 40 x 60 x 25 40 x 60 x 20 35 x 40 x 10

Weight(kg) 50 40 25

Capacity(kva-AC) 1500 1000 500

Current(A) ~ 600 ~ 600 ~ 600

Wire Length(cm) 500 500 500

Main TR
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Item U-300 U-301 U-302 U-303

Shape

In-Put(phase) 3Φ

Voltage 110 ~ 600V

Hz 50 ~ 60

Size(WxLxH 
(CM)) 30 x 40 x 10 25 x 35 x 8 22 x 30 x 8 18 x 25 x 6

Weight(kg) 15 11 8 5

Capacity(kva-
AC) 300 200 100 50

Current(A) ~ 500 60 ~ 300 60 ~ 200 30 ~ 100

Wire Length(cm) 500 400 400 400

Industrial
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Item U-304 U-305 U-801 U-802 U-803

Shape

In-Put(phase) 1Φ, 3Φ

Voltage 110 ~ 600V

Hz 50 ~ 60

Size(WxLxH 
(CM)) 14 x 20 x 6 13 x 20 x 6 13 x 18 x 5 11 x 17 x 4 9 x 14 x 4

Weight(kg) 3.5 2.7 2.3 1.6 1

Capacity(kva-
AC) 30 20 10 7 5

Current(A) 20 ~ 60 20 ~ 60 20 ~ 60 20 ~ 60 1 ~ 20

Wire Length(cm) 200 200 200 200 100

Household
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Item U-804 U-805

Shape

In-Put(phase) 1Φ

Voltage 110 ~ 600V

Hz 50 ~ 60

Size(WxLxH (CM)) 8 x 11 x 3.2 6 x 10.3 x 3.2

Weight(kg) 0.6 0.5

Capacity(kva-AC) 1 0.5

Current(A) 1 ~ 20 1 ~ 20

Wire Length(cm) 25 25

Module
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E. Easy installation

Ⅰ. Feature of the Power Saver
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A. Inductive load which has characteristic like a coil → More than 10% of power saving
; The Product which electric energy  transfer into active energy
; The place  occurring lots of electric resistance
; The place in which has energy fluctuation will be effective with our product because of its repeating

dramatic operation (working like Working / Down)
For example: Transformers, inductive motors, fluorescent lighting, welding machines, and drivers
Air-conditioner, motors , reactor, relay, solenoid valve, electric fan etc.

B. Resistance load which has characteristic like resistance  →limited effect saving power

; The product which electric energy transfer into heat energy, it means that it
uses electric resistance as heat energy so you can expect limited effect

; You can expect 4~5% of power saving about some products (load)

For example: electric oven, electric heater, electric iron, bulb are typical resistance load 

C. Capacitive load → Non power saving
; The type of electric energy storing devices

For example Battery , Capacitors , condenser etc.

Ⅱ. Effect of Power Saving
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A. The method choosing load
1.  The product which is operating repeatedly like working and down by temperature 

controller (sensor) such as refrigerator
① The important thing is to make environment as actual using site where is affected load  

like using load at real House and working place 

② Open and close the Door repeatedly so that the refrigerator is operating 

2. motors which is occurring moving electric current frequently 
① The analysis of effect is very profitable because of characteristic of motor which  

has large range of change of electricity during moving time         

② The analysis of effect is very profitable because it has lots of quantity of motion 

so it consume lots of energy

③ However, even if it is a motor, the motor which use regular load continuously 

such as Air handling unit, you can not prove power saving effect in short terms of 

time, however, you can expect limited effect(2~3%) 

Ⅲ. The method of Test approving the effect
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B. The method of Test

Ⅲ. The method of Test approving the effect

1 day

2 day

3 day

4 day

5 day

6 day

Collect the data before installation (power meter , measuring instrument, others)
-Make progress to next step if the data is reliable 

Install the Ultra
- Install the Ultra after check  out the capacity and wire

Waiting time
- To apply power saving effect to whole parts of the site, please give the waiting time

Collect the data after installation( power meter, measuring instrument, others)
- Same method as before installation. If the data is reliable, you can finish the test
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※ The reason why the number of operation increase between before and after installation is as below 
1. because the energy which needs to rise the temperature for setting is decreased.

(E.G ;  it could make the temperature fall down with same energy [ save the operating time]
2. it takes almost same time to re-operate because of temperature rise naturally. 
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D. The result of test ( Freezer Test)
1. Graph showing Result
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Ⅰ The method choosing the capacity

A. Small Capacity

1. The method of calculating the capacity by  load current measuring
2. 1) 1 Phase kw : (Current value x Voltage) x 120%

2) 3 Phase kw : (1.732 x Maximum current value x Voltage) x 120%
Ex) If the load current is 30A

1 Phase KW = 30 X 220 X 120% = 7920W = 7.9KW
Accordingly, Choose Ultra 10kw(U-801) which is one size bigger.

3 Phase KW = 1.732 X 30 X 220 X 120% = 13717W = 13.7KW
Accordingly, Choose the Ultra 20Kw(U-305) which is one size bigger.

2.   In the case of estimating capacity by MCB capacity standard, You should choose 
suitable model after check the actual load use because there are lots of case that 
the MCB which capacity is bigger than actual load use is installed.
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Ⅰ.The method by contract electricity standard Ⅱ.The method by  load current measuring 
① Check the contract electricity of electric  charge receipt ① Switch on all of electric devices

② Check the electric consumption (kwh) of recent 1 year ②Measure maximum load current 

③ Choosing larger capacity between ①clause and ②clause ③ [Measured current] * [Voltage]

④ Choosing the model which has similar capacity base on
clause③

④③ clause * minimum1.2times = __________ kva

⑤ Choosing the model which has similar capacity with 
clause④ or one size bigger model 

B. The method of calculating the capacity

Ⅲ. The method by capacity of Main Circuit Breaker Ⅳ.The method by the number of electric load
① Check the Capacity of MCB of the house ① Check the number of classified load and regularity

② Check whether the MCB has been shut down or not by 
overload 

② check if there will be extension or not  

③ If the MCB has not been shut down, choosing the model 
which has same capacity with MCB

③ Sum up whole load capacity and multiply minimum 
1.2times

④ If the MCB has been shut down, choosing the model which 
is one size bigger than capacity of MCB

④ Choosing the model which capacity matched with 
calculated capacity.

Because of slim size, installation site should be inside of the building or facility.

Ⅰ The method choosing the capacity
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Ⅰ The method choosing the capacity

C. For Middle & Large Capacity
1. The method by load current measuring (more than 380V)

Operating whole loads

Among R/S/T Phase 
Choosing the capacity
After measure maximum 
load current

(N Phase connect with Ultra but regardless of choosing the capacity)

P=1.732 x Voltage(V) x load current(i)
X 120%

2. Capacity estimating method by amount of usage
In case of more than middle or large size of capacity, Choosing the capacity which exceeds maximum 
amount of electric power (peak) of last year 
◈ However, In case of choosing maximum load or maximum amount of electric power, estimate the 
capacity with  additional capacity which marked at load if there are device which can not work or 
expectation of extending capacity.
◈ If the Ultra model which you choose has less capacity than place in which you want to install. You 
can not expect good effect of power saving.
On the other hand, If you choose Ultra model which capacity much more exceed than place where 
you want to install. You can not expect good result of power saving.
Accordingly, exact capacity choosing is necessary by estimating method as above.
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D. The method of diversified installation
1. How to determine the capacity when spreading installation

1) It is the standard to install based on whole designed capacity.(Ⓐ)
2) please measure the actual consumption of usage per each load.
3) determine the place to install and capacity based on the result of clause 2)(Ⓑ)
4) (designed capacity( Ⓐ ) – the sum of load capacity (Ⓑ ) = Ⓒ

After set the every capacity for each load and complete to install the rest of 
capacity to Ⓒ

Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 Load 4 Load 5

1500 KVA

500 KVA 350 KVA 350 KVA 200 KVA 100 KVA
200kva 100kva 100kva 100kva 50kva

1000kva Configuration A

Ⓑ

Ⓐ ⒸULTRA

Ⅰ The method choosing the capacity
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Ⅱ. The method choosing wires

A. Selection of the number of wires
Ultra products are connected as parallel to all the wires in which flow current    and 
resistance therefore it is very important to check electric wirings to minimize the 
resistance occurred inside wire.

B. Notices for selection 
Connect “Ultra” to all of wires which effected by load in parallel.
So checking exact distributing wires is important.
(For reducing resistance occurring at the part which effected by load)
1) Ultra power saver regardless of Phase but it is important to connect Ultra to wires which affected by         

load without exception.
2) Ultra does not have ground wire because Ultra is non-load type and parallel connection type.
3) The ground wire in MCB is not affected by load so please do not connect Ultra to ground wire.
4) Ultra shows effect through the voltage get into Ultra; however, Ultra is device      

which improve the flow of electrons so the load is not occurred in Ultra.
The electrons which improved by difference between electric potentials move to
actual load and improve them so Ultra does not need ground wire.
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Ⅱ. The method choosing wires

C. Pictures to check the number of wires
1. This picture is the one which determine the number of wires based on calculated capacity.
2. Determine to use 4 wires because it is the 3P4W excluding the ground wire.
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A. Installation Method (for Small capacity)
① Turn the power off at the installation site.
②Wires may be connected regardless of the phase of each wire except ground wire.
③ Do not change (cut) the wire, it is better to use as original wire .
④ Connect the wires at switch breaker (MCB) in parallel 
⑤ Special care must be taken to connect the wires firmly
⑥ Turn the power on. 

Installation method

1. Turn the power off

2. Wires are regardless of phase
but please connect the wire to
all of “R,S,T,N” Phase 
without exception.

3. Turn the power on

Installation complete

NFB
(Breaker)

Power Saver

Ⅲ. Method of Installation
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B. Distributed Installation for large capacity 
Diversified installation is better to get more effect than Normal installation (Install one

large size of Ultra at MCB)-”Picture B”
Diversified Installation is more effective like “picture A”.
This has been proven by reference site (increase 2~3% of power saving effect) 

Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 Load 4 Load 5

1500 KVA

500 KVA 350 KVA 350 KVA 200 KVA 100 KVA
200kva 100kva 100kva 100kva 50kva

1000kva Configuration A

1500 KVA

500 KVA 350 KVA 350 KVA 200 KVA 100 KVA

1500kva Configuration B

Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 Load 4 Load 5

ULTRA

Ⅲ. Method of Installation
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C. Notices 
1) The effect of power saver is transferred by difference in voltage like down streaming
2) It is the system to improve the current by decreasing the lost by resistance.
3) Let us compare 2 figures as below.
4) It is better to install right behind the energy meter as figure  A than to install as  figure B 
5) The reason is that the electricity cost will be charged since Energy Meter 

so that it is more beneficial to install right behind the energy meter to decrease the  resistance 
which might be existed between 2 points (load and energy meter)

Ⅲ. Method of Installation

LoadEnergy Meter
200 m 

U-500 500 KVA

LoadEnergy Meter
200 m 

U-500 500 KVA

Configuration A

Configuration B
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We, Keseco co. Ltd, arranged the case of  failure base on the reports from our  
branches and head office. 
The reason of this is that we can explain our product more effectively through this.
We would like to try  getting more  reports for client’s convenience
If you let us  know about problem and something we need to improve, we are going to 
do our best for prevent those cases happened again.

■ Examples of Failure
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A. Size difference
; To determine the right power saver for right capacity makes better expectancy of power 

saving.Otherwise the power saving rate could be decreased or there would be no power saving. 
; To set the right size of model will provide you with better power saving effect.
; If you pick the model as the spec list, but it has the big difference with the model 

from the list, please let our technician team know.
; Because in this case, it could be better to spread for installation than to install to   

one main place.

B. Wrong number of WIRES (not matched with wires in ultra)
; There is no ground wire to be connected in Ultra. All wires that have been affected by 
load should be connected but it happened many times to be failed because it is failed 
to measure exactly when installing. Therefore, sometimes there could be difference in 
power saving.

C. Wrong determination to use it for(installing in wrong place)
; This cases happened lot in testing of single load or in small size test. 
Ultra power saver cannot have the fast test result in resistive load and capacitive 
load.
Or there could be no power saving sometimes so that please be careful if Ultra  installed to this places.

Ⅰ. Analyzing Cases of Failure
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D.   Waiting  time is necessary to see the power saving  effect
If there are lots of quantity of motion (more than 70% of load) or heavily  fluctuating load ,
it is possible to confirm the change within one day. But we use complex load in usual so
please take a time at least 7days for confirming  the result

Ⅰ. Analyzing Cases of Failure
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1. The place where it should be excluded for the test because of slow proceeding
It is better to be avoid the load which it works steadily.
It needs much time to prove.
Test in the place where it has more than 70% of load
In brief, the place where it has little load and little change of movement in inductive loads

2. Resistive Load

3. Inductive Load

Ⅱ. The place where it proceed slowly or can not be expected the effect 
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The purpose of  Q/A  is that answers of the questions from our customers through 
our  agencies or head office on the website so that we can help our customers 
with the answers to use our  product more easily without misunderstanding  
of our product. The questions are most frequent questions  which are customers 
want to know mostly.
We hope we can effectively cope with those questions.
If you (agents, dealers) have any other question about our product, please contact us .
We will be pleased to make answer and upload it on our website so that 
the branches  and dealers can use it as a useful materials for marketing.

■ Q/A
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Question1. 
Test in the lab? (little load)

: Our product is much more effective on the load with dramatic energy fluctuation. 
We can get a   good energy saving rate in a short time on the heavy load 
(For example,  the active  load which has a big gap of the value between the maximum 
and  the minimum). 

- Please,  install our product, Ultra with an appliance which load factor is more than 70%.

Question 2. 
Why does not it have the ground wire ?

: Ultra should be connected to wires which flow electric current and resistance. But we  call  
a wire the grounded wire which doesn’t flow electric current and resistance. 
Due to the fact,  please never connect to the grounded wire.

■ Q/A
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■ Q/A

Question 3. 
How does Ultra works to save electricity bill? 

:Ultra is the product introducing the principal that heat energy lost by resistance turns into    
active energy. For example, when the load of 10A works, it needs more than 10A   based on 
the theory but as time goes, it is obsolete so that it can cause the heat which makes 
energy wasted because of increasing resistance in the wire. In short, the load is able to 
work only with 10A, even if originally it needs 12A, 13A. in other words, our product 
decreases the unnecessary resistance to make it close to 10A so that it decrease the power need ed
so  10A is enough to operate well with Ultra.

Question 4. 
Does it work for the main load? 

:Because it is connected to MCB as parallel  so it could be installed no matter  how much load it has. 
In other words, our power saver is installed depends on the capacity of the main load.
but if the size is bigger than our product capacity, it should be installed to sub  
panel and the Main to spread the capacity for matching the size.
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Question 5.  
What is the strong point of Ultra? 

: It introduces the current improvement system unlike other products which are 
voltage dropping system. In brief, Ultra maintains the voltage reliably so that
the illumination gets more bright (4%~5%) and the device which using the heat 
gets faster to boil. Moreover Ultra does not have any bad influence on the 
devices because it does not make voltage dropped.
The Power savers of voltage dropping system make voltage dropped and make it 
have short life cycle, but our product does not affect badly.

Question 6. 
We already installed condenser type power saver, can we use a Ultra power saver  
with condenser type power saver?

: Yes

Ultra is compatible well with a condenser type power saver. 
There is no problem because a capacitor plays with power factor.
but our product works on  the current.

■ Q/A
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Question 7. 
I purchased a “Ultra” and installed it. The current was 16.2A before installation  
but the current remains as the same as before installation of “Ultra” . 
I can not see any difference between before and after installation. 
The Ultra which I purchased is inferior product?

: No
We already carried out electric isolation test at least 2 times and accomplished 
a strict test to  prove the fact “Ultra” can stand under 1000V or not. 
We can provide best quality to our clients through this essential process.
Unlike dropping voltage type one, you can not see  power saving result in no  time  after
installation. Because our product is the current improvement type power saver applied 
superconductor. Ultra need leading time to be stabilized in the place installed. 
So please wait 2~3 days for stabilization and then measure the current (A), you can confirm   
the result of power saving.   

■ Q/A
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Question 8. 
How about the lifetime of Ultra, It is able to maintain the quality during time?
If there is a problem with our product, how can we manage it?

Ultra is semi-permanent(20years) as well as it can maintain the good quality during the time.

We haven't confronted any accident because of our product. Also to insure against any risk Ultra is 
under PL insurance which apply all customers over the world .

■ Q/A
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